Mission LIC Regular Meeting

October 20, 2014

Members Present:  Donnie Headbird, Kimberly Needham, Karyn Wind, Bev Beaulieu, Leonard Headbird

Members Absent:  None

Guests:  Marilyn Wind- Human Services, Julie Black Elk-Human Services, Curtis Brown Sr- Sports & Recreation, Gordon Fineday- Dist. III Office

Meeting called to order at 6:16 PM

Old Business:

We need to know the days Murphy Thomas will be teaching language classes so that we can make a schedule of events happening at the center. Jess will contact Murphy for these days.

Jane Rea Bruce will teach a Zumba class. As soon as we get the days from Murphy we can set days with Jane as well.

We need to contact Facilities Maintenance as our building is dirty and garbage is piling up. Also check as to who is supposed to be at our building cleaning and marking our property. We will do work orders to get our building cleaned and extra chairs for Human Services Function. (see new business)  We need to know who all has keys to our building, no one has told Mission LIC anything but someone is at the building every day. Mr. Smith of Facilities Maintenance did not get us a different lock as requested last month, we will check with him and get this done.

Gordon Fineday arrives at 7:10PM
Curtis Brown arrives at 7:20 PM
New Business:

Leech Lake Human Services has requested to use our facilities on Tuesday October 28, 2014 for a staff in-service. Julie Black Elk of Human Services wants to make sure that her departments are accessible by community members. We informed her that they are not always accessible either because of transportation or just being denied services as they choose. Ms. Black Elk wants to ensure that they are able to assist families and individuals in need of their services. She will have her departments collaborate to bring services to community members needing services.

Curtis Brown wants office space in our building for the Sports & Recreation Department. He also wants to have drum class. We informed him of Murphy’s language and Drum classes and told him we would inform him when these start. He would like to have a mini POW WOW for the kids sometime during the winter.

Gordon Fineday formed us that our Community drum is being repaired and will be available for use in approximately one month.

We would like to hold Regalia making classes and bead working classes. We will look for funding to get supplies and hold these classes.

Meeting adjourned at 7:37 PM